Sharing God’s love through aviation and technology
MISSION AVIATION FELLOWSHIP (MAF)
is a faith-based, not-for-profit, relief and
development organisation. We fly over
130 light aircraft in 30 developing nations
to help overcome the daunting challenges cau sed by isolation. MAF reaches
places of deepest human need, where
flying is not a luxury, but a lifeline.

MISSION AVIATION FELLOWSHIP

Across the world, multitudes of people
depend on basic services which can only
be supplied by using light aircraft.
MAF flies over jungles, mountains,
swamps and deserts to bring thousands
of men, women and children medical
care, emergency relief, long-term development and Christian hope.
In addition to personnel, MAF planes
transport the resources and materials
that people in remote communities need
to help build better lives for themselves
and their families.
MAF multiplies the effectiveness of over
1,400 partner organisations. Each year
MAF provides a vital “link in the chain”
for more than 1400 aid and development agencies, missions and churches,
enabling them to quickly and effectively
put their resources to use where they will
make the most difference.

Visit us online at:

Email us at:

www.maf.org.nz

info@maf.org.nz

Call us toll-free at:

Postal Address:
PO Box 76502, Manukau City
Auckland 2241, New Zealand

0800 87 85 88
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An individually tailored pathway for
preparing “mission-ready” pilots.
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An individually tailored pathway for
preparing “mission-ready” pilots.

With a fleet of 135 aircraft in over 30 countries, Mission Aviation Fellowship flies in
some of the most challenging places in the
world to bring hope to people in places of
deepest human need. But to keep the MAF
planes flying we need pilots.
If you are passionate about aviation and
would like to pursue the possibility of joining
MAF’s worldwide ministry, a MAFTRACKmight be for you!
As you might know, it takes someone special to be a MAF pilot! Due to the variety of
situations you would face, your technical
skills will have to be of the highest standard.
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But more than this, you will need to be able
to combine strong decision-making and relationship-building skills with a positive approach to getting the job done. You would
be on the front line of sharing the good
news of God’s Kingdom to the isolated
communities we serve.
We know that getting to the mission field
may seem like a formidable process. We
also recognise that you—like every person
who applies to join MAF—come with your
own life experiences, levels of training and
aviation knowledge.
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In response to this, we have developed
MAFTRACK, an individually tailored pathway
towards a potential career with MAF.
Wherever you are along the path, applying
for a MAFTRACK will help us:
* Work with you to decide what training
and personal development will best prepare you to fly for MAF.
* Stand alongside you to encourage, inspire
and assist in your journey towards MAF!
* Partner with other organisations, including your local church, to purposely develop
the practical skills you need.
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Depending on what you need to accomplish, your MAFTRACK will include a combination of:
*
*
*
*

Aviation & technical training
Cross cultural & missions exposure
Spiritual development
Personal growth

MAFTRACK will meet you where you are.
* If you don’t yet have flight training—but
do have 100% enthusiasm to track towards
MAF—the focus will be on mentoring to
keep your enthusiasm and vision alive. We
can help with making the best choices in
terms of Bible College, Flight Training and
overseas missions experience.

If you passionate about using your skill in
aviation for His Kingdom—and ready to put
a plan into place to achieve your goals—
contact us about applying for a MAFTRACK.
Visit our website for full details.
*Please note that applying for a MAFTRACK
does not guarantee that you will one day fly
for MAF.

* If you are further along the path and have
already achieved your Private Pilot’s Licence
(PPL), your next step will be a Flight Assessment before completing the rest of the qualifications required for a Commercial Pilot’s
Licence (CPL). MAFTRACK will put a strategic plan into place to help you stay focused
and working towards your goal.
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